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New Spectroscopic Insight into the Deactivation of a ZSM-5
Methanol-to-Hydrocarbons Catalyst
Andrea Zachariou,[a, b] Alexander P. Hawkins,[a, b] Suwardiyanto,[c] Paul Collier,[d]
Nathan Barrow,[d] Russell F. Howe,[e] Stewart F. Parker,*[a, b, f] and David Lennon[a]
The nature of the hydrocarbon pool at different stages of the
methanol-to-hydrocarbons reaction over ZSM-5 is examined. A
combination of reaction testing, analytical and spectroscopic
techniques is employed to investigate changes in the nature
and form of the hydrocarbon pool as a function of reaction
conditions and reaction time. It is shown that inelastic neutron

scattering spectroscopy (INS) complements other spectroscopic
methods for observing molecular components in the hydrocarbon pool of working catalysts. INS is uniquely able to
spectroscopically identify the form of coke species present in
deactivated catalysts.

Introduction

ylation, cyclisation, cracking and dealkylation to ultimately lead
to a mixture of commercially valuable hydrocarbons.[1–6]
Alongside conventional reaction testing (e. g., micro-reactor),
a wide range of analytical probes have been employed to
investigate MTH chemistry over ZSM-5, with solid-state NMR
spectroscopy providing particular insight.[1,2] FTIR studies have
identified the first stages of carbon-carbon bond formation and
the early evolution of the HCP,[7–14] but are not suited to
studying the deactivation stages of the MTH reaction. Raman
techniques have been employed in studying the evolution of
coke build up, however, Raman spectra contain fluorescent
emission due to the presence of polycyclic aromatic
molecules.[15–17] UV-Raman[15,16] and Kerr gated Raman[17] techniques have been successfully used as alternatives in order to
suppress fluorescence, but sample degradation is still a problem
due to the high intensity laser powers employed. UV-VIS
spectroscopy has been used extensively to identify individual
components of the HCP, but interpretation of the broad
overlapping bands can be problematical, particularly at longer
reaction times.[14,18–27] NMR spectroscopy is highly successful at
providing insight in the initial and steady state stages. However,
it has difficulties identifying deactivating species at longer
reaction times due to the reduced hydrogen content and
preponderance of spinning side bands.[28–36]
One technique that is providing a fresh perspective to issues
in contemporary industrial heterogeneous catalysis is that of
inelastic neutron scattering (INS). The technique possess novelty
in that it can provide access to a wide vibrational spectral range
(20–4000 cm 1 in favourable circumstances) with hydrogenous
modes dominating the spectra.[37,38] In this way, the zeolite
framework makes minimal contribution to the spectrum but the
vibrational modes of reagent, intermediates and products
retained at the catalyst surface are observable. Moreover, mode
intensity and vibrational frequency are amenable to simulation
via DFT methods; a fact that significantly aids vibrational
assignment.[38] Howe and co-workers have recently reviewed
neutron spectroscopy studies of MTH catalysis over ZSM-5.[39]
Importantly, that work highlights the ability of INS to interrogate technical catalyst samples without the need for any

The methanol-to-hydrocarbons (MTH) reaction over an acidic
zeolite catalyst such as ZSM-5 is an important class of reaction
to produce olefins and methylated aromatics, with the reaction
thought to proceed by a ‘hydrocarbon pool’ (HCP) mechanism.
Here, two catalytic cycles (olefinic and aromatic) work in
tandem involving processes such as hydrogen transfer, meth-
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subsequent sample preparation or treatment, including deactivated samples. Deactivation in heterogeneous catalysis is an
important issue[40] but one that is not always amenable to
investigation by molecular spectroscopy. For example, via
several processes such as carbon retention, sintering, oligomer
formation, etc., zeolite catalysts tend to darken on ageing. Thus,
for samples that have experienced extended periods of timeon-stream, analysis by infrared spectroscopy or UV-VIS spectroscopy is unproductive due to total absorption by the
substrate.[40] INS is not influenced at all by the colour of the
sample.
This article concentrates on using INS to characterise
different stages of the catalyst lifetime for a ZSM-5 catalyst
applied to MTH chemistry, supported by other forms of
spectroscopy. Crucially, the matter of the molecularity of the
hydrocarbon pool as the catalyst approaches a deactivation
regime is examined. Schulz et al. report on how temperature
plays a role in changing the deactivation mechanism of the
MTH reaction.[41] Reaction temperatures below 350 °C are
associated with a build-up of methylated and polycyclic
aromatics within the zeolite pores, causing pore blockage and
deactivating the catalyst from the inside out. However, reaction
in the range 350–500 °C showed the deactivation mechanism to
have significantly altered, with graphitic coke building up
rapidly on the external surface of the zeolite.[41] This temperature dependent behaviour was also observed by Borodina
et al., in their UV-Vis studies of coke formation in SSZ-13.[18] XPS
studies by Sexton et al. showed that external coke formed only
after deactivation of the catalyst at 370 °C.[42] Mores et al.
suggest that the carbonaceous build-up occurs more rapidly
where the straight channels of the zeolite reached the external
surface, with two types of coke being identified.[19,43] Building
on this platform, here we investigate MTH surface chemistry at
three different reaction temperatures: (i) 300 °C, indicative of
internal carbon build-up of the zeolite catalyst,[40] (ii) 350 °C for
steady-state operation,[2,5,44] and (iii) 400 °C where deactivation
by carbon deposition proceeds externally first, before moving
in to the bulk.[41] The study is further complemented by
additionally studying two temporal windows. Firstly, a time-onstream (T-o-S) of ca. 2 h emphasizes preliminary reactions in the
catalytic cycle and, secondly, T-o-S � 40 h samples steady-state
and quasi-deactivation regimes. No constant T-o-S was used for
the second class of reactions; the reaction times of 40–110 h are
selected as being representative of extended catalytic turnover.
Vibrational assignments make use of a recently published report
on the INS spectra of a variety of unsaturated hydrocarbons
that constitute candidate species for contributors to the pivotal
HCP.[45]
The sample sizes of the INS experiments are much larger
than the laboratory scale samples used for other spectroscopies.
This is due to the relative insensitivity of INS. However, the
sample size requirement allows for reaction testing to be
completed on a larger scale as well, which is between
laboratory scale samples and industrial samples. There is a gap
in literature pertaining to the study of large-scale samples, and
how the change in sample size could affect the MTH reaction.
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Results and Discussion
Reaction testing
Reaction testing was undertaken at 300, 350 and 400 °C using
two reactor configurations. Firstly, a conventional micro-reactor
(catalyst charge ~ 500 mg) was used to determine reaction
trends, whilst secondly a larger scale reactor (catalyst charge
~ 12 g) was used to prepare samples for INS analysis. Due to the
relatively insensitive nature of INS spectroscopy, the technique
requires relatively large sample masses, which leads to distinct
sample environment arrangements as considered elsewhere.[46]
Table S1 in the ESI outlines the reaction conditions employed,
producing a series of six samples. Table 1 presents physical
characterisation of those samples post-reaction. Figure S1 (ESI)
shows GC analysis of the microreactor data that is consistent
with previous reports of ZSM-5/MTH chemistry.[1,2,47,48]
For the INS reactor, Figure S2 shows in-line mass spectrometry profiles that sample the reactor exit stream vapour phase,
whilst Figure S3 presents GC-MS analysis of material periodically
sampled from a catch-pot that collects higher molecular weight
condensable products. Figures S2 and S3 show the product
distribution of the INS reactor to be comprised of light olefins
and low molecular weight methylated aromatics. Figure 1
shows the methanol conversion profiles for three different
temperatures performed in the INS reactor. Initially all samples
exhibit high methanol conversion, but this progressively
declines on increasing T-o-S. The 300 and 350 °C runs follow
similar trajectories but the steeper decline for the 400 °C sample
indicates this sample to be more rapidly approaching a
deactivation phase. Taken together, this sequence of reaction
test data (Figure 1, Figures S1–S3) is comparable with previously
published ZSM-5 MTH performance.[2,47,48]
Post-reaction samples from the INS reactor have undergone
extensive characterisation, with the results presented in the
Supporting Information section (Figures S4–S16). Briefly, Figure S4 shows the temperature-programmed oxidation profiles
of the short run catalyst samples (2 h) to possess two types of
coke (Type I and Type-II),[41,49] with a large proportion of the
coke attributed to light hydrocarbons with a high H/C ratio.[50]
For longer reaction times, there is an increase in the population
of aromatic and polycyclic hydrocarbons as well as evidence of

Table 1. Nitrogen adsorption data and coke content for the fresh,
unreacted catalyst and six post-reaction samples prepared using the INS
reactor.
Sample Name[a]

SBET
[m2 g 1]

Vmicropore
[cm3 g 1]

Sexternal
[m2 g 1]

Coke content
[wt %]

Unreacted ZSM-5
300–2 h
350–2 h
400–2 h
300–60 h
350–110 h
400–44 h

370
371
397
368
56
46
38

0.172
0.140
0.150
0.139
0.016
0.014
0.011

37
35
36
42
18
13
12

N/A
1.95
2.58
2.46
8.97
14.20
20.20

[a] The sample coding is as follows: the number preceding the hyphen
signifies the reaction temperature (°C), whilst the number after the hyphen
signifies the reaction time (h).
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Figure 1. Methanol conversion for MTH reactions carried out in the INS
reactor at three different temperatures: (a) 300, (b) 350 and (c) 400 °C.

graphitic carbon. Graphite formation at the catalyst surface is
most noticeably evident for the 400–44 h sample.
Table 1 shows the coke percentage values obtained from
the TPO analysis (and confirmed via TGA) as well as the
nitrogen adsorption data. On comparing the short runs,
increasing reaction temperature does not unduly affect surface
area or micropore volume, nor does it induce major differences
in the coke content. However, in contrast, Table 1 shows the
samples that have experienced extended T-o-S to exhibit
decreases in internal surface area, external surface area and
micropore volume. Bibby et al. reported that 14–18 wt % coke
content is typical for deactivated catalysts used in MTH
chemistry.[50] Unsurprisingly, the 400–44 h sample displays the
highest coke content, with the extent indicative of operation
within a deactivation or quasi-deactivation regime.

Figure 2. Stacked DRIFTS spectra (4000–2500 cm 1) of the ZSM-5 catalyst
post-reaction after 2 h T-o-S at the following reaction temperatures: (b) 300,
(c) 350 and (d) 400 °C. The spectra were recorded at the reaction temperatures, and normalised on the zeolite overtone at 1876 cm 1. Spectrum (a)
corresponds to an activated but unreacted sample of ZSM-5 recorded at
350 °C. The size bar indicates spectral intensity in Kubelka-Munk units for
each spectrum.

Diffuse-reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy
(DRIFTS)
Figure 2 presents a stack plot of diffuse-reflectance infrared
spectra (DRIFTS) of the ZSM-5 catalyst after 2 h T-o-S as a
function of reaction temperature over the energy range 2500–
4000 cm 1; the region below 2200 cm 1 being obscured by
strong absorption of framework bands (see below). Figure 2(a)
shows the unreacted ZSM-5 to exhibit three major OH environments: (i) Brønsted acid sites (3595 cm 1); (ii) extra-framework
aluminium (Al OH) (3653 cm 1); (iii) silanol groups located at
the external surface of the zeolite (3736 cm 1).[47,51,52] Upon
reaction Figure 2(b–d) show that increasing temperature progressively diminishes the intensity of the Brønsted acid sites,
whilst there is a relative increase in the Al OH band intensity;
this scenario is suggestive of hydrolysis of the acid sites at
elevated temperatures. Wide-scan DRIFTS spectra for the
extended run samples are presented in Figure 3, where the
spectra have been normalised with respect to the 1876 cm 1
overtone band of the zeolite framework. This format is selected
ChemCatChem 2021, 13, 2625 – 2633
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Figure 3. DRIFTS spectra (4000–500 cm 1) of the ZSM-5 catalyst post-reaction
after extended T-o-S at the following reaction temperatures: (b) 350–110 h
and (c) 400–44 h. The spectra were recorded at their reaction temperature.
Spectrum (a) corresponds to an activated, but unreacted, sample of ZSM-5
recorded at 350 °C.
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on this occasion to illustrate difficulties that may be encountered when using infrared spectroscopy to examine heterogeneous catalysts for extended periods of T-o-S.[39]
Compared to Figure 3(a), significant broadening of the OH
region is observed in Figure 3(b–c), making it difficult to
distinguish the different OH environments. This loss of spectral
identity in the diagnostic 4000–2500 cm 1 region of the
spectrum could arise from two factors: (i) a loss of Brønsted acid
sites and/or (ii) a loss of diffuse reflectivity due to the sample
colour becoming progressively darker at the longer reaction
times. Although the ν(C H) modes of the HCP are visible for the
350 °C spectrum (Figure 3b), with the peaks resembling the
coke bands seen for catalysts previously used for methanol
conversion at 350 °C over three days,[47] there is an almost
complete loss of diffuse reflectivity for the 400 °C sample
(Figure 3(c). Indeed, it is possible that (i) and (ii) could be
coincident events: Table 1 (Section 2.1) shows the long-run
400 °C sample to possess the highest coke content and neither
ν(C H) or ν(O H) modes are detectable in Figure 3(c). Moreover, the fact that Figure 3 shows a progressive increase in the
baseline of the infrared spectrum for increasing reaction
temperature (signifying greater advancement of the reaction
coordinate) illustrates a limitation of IR spectroscopy to
characterise and interrogate certain aged heterogeneous catalysts. Against this background, it was deemed profitable to
employ the technique of inelastic neutron scattering (INS)
spectroscopy to access the vibrational spectrum of aged MTH
catalysts.

INS spectroscopy
Figure S6 presents the INS spectra for the post-reaction short
run samples. The spectra are of low intensity indicating
relatively little hydrogenous material to be present, as expected

from the coke content (Table 1). The lack of definition of the
bands indicates an absence of discrete molecular entities;
rather, the profile is consistent with a mixture of species. In this
way, Figure S6 shows that the hydrocarbon pool is not fully
developed after T-o-S = 2 h.
The INS spectra for the long-run samples that correspond to
steady-state and quasi-deactivation regimes are presented in
Figure 4. In contrast to the short run spectra, well-defined INS
spectra are observed. Two different INS spectrometers were
used to obtain spectra in the range 20–4000 cm 1 at favourable
resolution. Figure 4(a) presents spectra in the range 0–
2000 cm 1 that were recorded using the TOSCA
spectrometer,[37,53,54] whereas, Figure 4(b) shows the spectral
response over the energy range 2000–4000 cm 1 that was
recorded using the MAPS spectrometer.[37,55] Figure 4 defines
the vibrational fingerprint of the hydrocarbon pool (HCP) for
the extended duration variable temperature runs. To the best
knowledge of the authors, this is the first time that vibrational
spectra of this specification (energy range and resolution) for
MTH catalysts operative over such a wide range of conditions
have been reported. The spectra for the 300 (i) and 350 °C (ii)
runs in Figure 4(a) are comparable and exhibit a similar pattern
to previously reported ZSM-5/MTH HCP INS spectra.[47,56,57] The
general profile observed for both samples also closely resembles the spectrum of ZSM-5 upon exposure to dimethyl ether at
elevated temperatures.[56] From the variety of spectral features
present in Figure 4(a)(i and ii), no single molecular entity is
deemed to be present; the spectra represent a mixture of
hydrocarbon species. Figure 4(a)(iii) shows significant changes
on progressing to the 400 °C sample. As considered in
Section 2.1, the 400–44 h sample has experienced a higher
degree of deactivation; inspection of Figure 4(a)(iii) shows that
this has altered the composition and form of the hydrocarbonaceous entities retained within the porous network of the zeolite,
i. e., the all-important HCP.

Figure 4. INS spectra of the MTH reacted ZSM-5: (i) 300°C for 60 h; (ii) 350°C for 110 h; (iii) 400°C for 44 h. The spectra are normalised to sample mass and
scaled by the factors shown. (a) Spectra collected using the TOSCA spectrometer;[37,53,54] (b) spectra collected with the MAPS spectrometer at an incident
energy of 5244 cm 1 using the A-chopper package.[37,55]
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Figure 4(b) presents the spectra in the C H stretching
region of the spectrum and indicates the reaction temperature
to affect the distribution of sp3 hybridized C H modes (i. e.,
aliphatic C H) and sp2 hybridized C H modes (i. e., olefinic and/
or aromatic C H). INS spectroscopy is a quantitative technique,
where the scattering intensity is proportional to the number of
oscillators and the amplitude of motion that the hydrogen
experiences within a specific mode.[37,38] This means that curve
fitting can be used to determine the ratio of aliphatic: olefinic/
aromatic C H modes for any given spectrum. Figures S7–S9
present curve fitting outcomes for the spectra shown in
Figure 4(b).
The ratio of sp3 : sp2 ν(C H) modes for the 300 °C sample is
1: 1.35, which decreases to 1: 1.14 for the 350 °C sample. The
sp3 hybridized ν(C H) signal is absent in the case of the 400 °C
sample (Figure 4(b)(iii)). Thus, for the long run samples,
increasing temperature leads to a diminution of the aliphatic
component of the HCP. Moreover, the scaling factors in
Figure 4(b) reveal a further facet of the modifications within the
HCP as a function of temperature and T-o-S. Namely, the quasideactivated sample contains significantly less hydrogen than
that seen for steady-state operation, as represented by the
spectrum of the 350 °C sample (Figure 4(b)(ii)). Collectively,
Figure 4(b) signifies the presence of a dehydrogenation pathway within the hydrocarbon pool as the catalyst evolves
towards a deactivation regime. Indeed, the spectrum of the
400–44 h sample closely resembles that of amorphous carbon,

with hydrogen termination of the graphene planes.[58,59] The low
energy spectra (Figure 4a) are consistent with this deduction
(see discussion of Figure 6 below).
Recent work by Zachariou et al. has reported on the INS
spectra of a series of unsaturated hydrocarbons, with an
emphasis on the methyl torsion mode.[45] The molecules
examined, cyclic and polycyclic unsaturated compounds (including all 12 methylated benzenes), constitute candidate
molecules that could contribute to the HCP. Here, we use that
study to work towards an assignment of the spectra presented
in Figure 4. Synthetic spectra were generated by adding spectra
of the model compounds in an equimolar ratio; similar hydrocarbons were added together in order to highlight common
spectral features. This is only possible because of the
quantitative nature of the INS technique. The results of this
process are shown in Figure 5, where the simulated spectra are
compared to the spectrum for the long-run steady-state sample
(350–110 h, Figure 4(a)(ii)).
A doublet of peaks at 1354 cm 1 and 1458 cm 1 are evident
in all plots in Figure 4(a), with reference to Figure 5(a) they are
assigned to symmetric and asymmetric CH3 bending modes of
highly methylated benzenes (� 4 methyl groups).[45] The same
doublet is also seen in methylated polycyclic aromatics (Figure 5(b)), therefore some of the intensity could correspond to
those hydrocarbons as well. Peaks about 1200 cm 1 are
observed in the simulated spectra of polycyclic molecules
(Figure 5(b)) but these features are absent in the spectra of

Figure 5. Experimental 350–110 h spectrum (i) compared with the generated addition spectra (equimolar additions of model compound spectra). The colour
coding highlights regions which are characteristic of the different hydrocarbons. (a) Comparison with methylated benzenes: (ii) all of the methylated
benzenes; (iii) methylated benzenes with more than 4 substitutions; (iv) methylated benzenes with up to 3 methyl substitutions. (b) Comparison with
polycyclic aromatic molecules: (v) all polycyclics, (vi) naphthalenes and (vii) anthracenes. Sections (c)-(d) illustrate the principal contributors to the spectra: (c)
methylated benzenes with � 4 methyl groups; (d) naphthalenes; (e) anthracenes and pyrene. For an expanded version of this figure see ESI (S10, S11).
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methylated benzenes (Figure 5(a)). On this basis, the strong
peak at 1200 cm 1 with a high energy shoulder at 1246 cm 1 is
assigned to C H bending modes of polycyclic aromatic
molecules, such as naphthalene.[60,61] When inspecting the ratio
of the 1200 cm 1 peak with other peaks in the reference
compounds, it is seen that for all the polycyclic hydrocarbons it
has approximately the same intensity as the peak found at
910 cm 1 that corresponds to a CH wag.[60] However, in the
steady-state MTH spectrum (Figure 5) the relative intensity of
the two peaks (1200 cm 1 and 910 cm 1) is different, with the
1200 cm 1 peak being significantly more intense. This suggests
that there is an additional species that is also contributing to
the intensity of the 1200 cm 1 peak. We will return to this point
later.
In the MTH spectrum (Figure 5(i)) a sharp band is located at
600 cm 1. This band is only present in the spectra of
naphthalene model compounds and, consequently, it is
assigned to the double aromatic ring distortion of
naphthalenes.[61] The broad peaks below 400 cm 1 are largely
attributed to the methyl torsions of the methylated benzenes
and the polycyclic species.[45] We have shown elsewhere that
the degree of methyl substitution on the aromatic rings and the
local environment both strongly influence the methyl torsion
transition energies.[45] This helps explain why there are no
distinct methyl torsion peaks present in the HCP spectrum
(Figure 5(i)).
As discussed above, the spectrum for the long-run 400 °C
sample (400–44 h, Figure 4) is representative of a sample
approaching deactivation. Interestingly, the INS spectrum
closely matches that reported for activated carbon and glassy
carbon.[58] To illustrate this point, Figure 6 plots the INS
spectrum of the quasi-deactivated HCP alongside that of

reference spectra for graphite[59] and glassy carbon.[58] The
graphite spectrum (Figure 6(iii)) does not share any of the
spectral features with the 400–44 h sample, whereas the glassy
carbon (Figure 6(ii)) provides a close match. This outcome
suggests that the coke that forms on the surface of the zeolite
as the catalyst displays deactivation characteristics (Figure 1) is
irregular and closer to glassy carbon than structured graphite.
Glassy carbon is a type of amorphous carbon with no longrange crystalline order.[62,63] The major peak at ~ 880 cm 1 is
indicative of isolated hydrogen atoms at carbon edge termination points.[58] It is presumed that a phase of the HCP
evolution involves polycyclic aromatics continuing to grow
within the zeolite pores until they reach another set, which
leads to termination. Chua and Stair suggested from UV-Raman
spectroscopy that the amorphous carbon present is not 2
dimensional but rather closer to a chain-like topology.[15] This
agrees with the INS observation of the amorphous carbon
being similar to glassy carbon in structure and looking nothing
like graphite. The doublet at 1354 cm 1 and 1458 cm 1 is still
present in the 400–44 h spectrum. This suggests that the HCP
pool products are still present, but at a much lower degree, as
the spectrum is dominated by amorphous carbon. The presence
of amorphous carbon also explains the anomalous intensity of
the 1200 cm 1 peak in the spectra of the 300 and 350 °C
samples, showing that coke is already present in a working,
steady-state catalyst. This is not however the dominant form of
deactivation in those samples as seen from the TPO data
(Figure S4) and the higher visibility of the HCP peaks. This is
consistent with the literature that suggests that at lower
temperatures the dominant deactivation pathway is caused by
the build-up of methylated polycyclic aromatic molecules

Figure 6. Experimental 400–44 h spectrum (i) compared with model compounds: (ii) glassy carbon;[58] (iii) graphite[59] (Glassy carbon and graphite molecule
schematics are a schematic representation and not specific molecular models).
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within the pores. At higher temperatures, the major pathway of
deactivation is pore blockage by external coke.[18,19,41,43]
The presence of coke also explains the apparent contradiction that on increasing T-o-S the degree of methylation
increases (see catch-pot analysis, Figure S3), which requires the
presence of sp3 hybridised ν(C H), but the ratio of sp3 : sp2 C H
decreases with time (Section 2.2), i. e., the processes of ring
methylation and dehydrogenation are occurring in parallel.

13

C solid-state NMR spectroscopy

The 13C ss-NMR spectra of the post-reaction samples support
the INS assignments. Cross-polarised spectra measured after
even short reaction times (Figure S12) showed signatures of
aromatic carbons (~ 130 ppm with strong spinning side bands)
and methyl groups (~ 20 ppm), with the contribution of
aromatic signals increasing at longer reaction times (Figure S13). To quantify the carbon signals, spectra from an active
(350–110 h) and quasi-deactivated (400–44 h) catalyst were
measured with a quantitative 90–180° Hahn-Echo pulse
sequence with 1 rotor delay and high spinning speed.[64] The
spectra are presented in Figure 7, with significant differences
between samples apparent, indicating differences in the nature
of the ‘coke’ formed in each case. The peak at 20.8 ppm in the
350–110 h spectrum has disappeared in the 400–44 h spectrum,
whereas the peak at 129.2 ppm has upshifted to 126.3 ppm.
The 20.8 ppm peak is assigned to the aliphatic carbon of the
methyl carbons of methylated aromatic compounds.[56,65] The
shoulders present at 16.6 ppm and 13.5 ppm are associated
with polymethyl substitutions on aromatic compounds.[65] Both
peaks at 129.2 ppm and 126.3 ppm are typical of aromatic
carbons, both being close in chemical shift to that of methylated benzenes and polycyclic aromatic molecules,[66,67] and
both spectra contain strong spinning side bands (marked *) due
to the anisotropic chemical shift of the aromatic species

Figure 7. 13C-ssNMR spectra of the reacted ZSM-5 samples of (a) 350 °C–
110 h (red) and (b) 400 °C–44 h (blue) collected at a spinning speed of
10 KHz (* spinning side bands).
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present. Although it is not possible to assign the peaks to a
particular hydrocarbon, both peaks in the two samples are
broad with a range of shoulders suggesting different levels of
methyl substitution. The quasi-deactivated catalyst contains
many fewer methyl groups than the active catalyst, consistent
with the INS spectra.
For this pulse sequence, the integrated intensity is directly
proportional to the number of carbon atoms present,[64] and
Figure 7 shows the 400–44 h spectrum to possess less carbon
than the 350–110 h sample. This outcome contrasts with the
TPO analysis (Table 1) that indicates an opposite trend. This
apparent contradiction is understood in terms of graphitic
carbon and amorphous coke being NMR invisible;[67] therefore,
these species are unable to contribute to the carbon intensity
in Figure 7. An increasing fraction of NMR invisible carbon with
increasing coke content was also observed by Meinhold and
Bibby.[65] Thus, the 13C NMR measurements are supportive of the
INS-derived concept of the evolving nature of the HCP, which is
influenced by temperature and time. The Supporting Information section includes a series of ancillary analytical measurements of the post-reaction samples – temperature-programmed
oxidation (Figures S4, S5), 27Al ss-NMR (Figures S14) and 29Si ssNMR (Figures S15, S16) – all of which are consistent with the
proposed dynamical form of the HCP outlined above.

Conclusion
INS spectroscopy has been used as the principal probe to
interrogate the ZSM-5/MTH reaction system, with an emphasis
on the form of the hydrocarbon pool. Reactions in the temperature range 300–400 °C were studied at short (2 h) and
extended (t � 44 h) time domains. The following conclusions
have been drawn.
* At short reaction times the INS spectra indicate a mixture of
hydrocarbons to be present but with no singular molecular
entity dominant (Figure S6).
* The INS spectra for longer run samples recorded at 300 and
350 °C exhibit the same spectral pattern as previously
reported (Figure 4) and may be characterised as the vibrational fingerprint of the working hydrocarbon pool (HCP).
Assignment of the vibrational spectrum reveals this variant of
the HCP to comprise polycyclic aromatics, poly-methylated
benzenes and amorphous coke (Figure 5). The INS analysis
on these larger scale working catalysts is validated by
comparison with other spectroscopies. The amorphous coke
present is at much lower quantities at these two temperatures, suggesting that any degree of deactivation being
observed (drop in methanol conversion) to be due to pore
filling rather than pore blockage from external coke. Polycyclic aromatics and polymethylated benzenes are found to
be the dominant species within the HCP at this stage of the
catalytic lifetime, in agreement with the literature, despite
the increased sample size required for the INS samples.
* The reaction profile of the longer run, higher temperature
sample indicates the catalyst to be approaching a deactivation regime (Figure 1). The INS spectrum of this sample is
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distinct and noticeably different to the catalyst operating
under steady-state conditions (Figure 4). The spectrum
closely corresponds to that of glassy carbon (Figure 6), a form
of amorphous carbon with no long-range crystalline order
and isolated hydrogen atoms at carbon edge termination
points. This moiety is the dominant species, although residual
traces of the HCP are also present. This suggests that the
degree of deactivation being observed is due to external
pore blocking and not due to pore filling or because of loss
of acid sites. The shift in the sp3 : sp2 ratio of the high energy
INS spectra suggests that the proportion of the HCP present
is relatively small in comparison with the amorphous coke
build-up. This is demonstrated by their being no detectable
sp3 C H present. The small contribution from the HCP
observed in the lower energy 400–44 h sample could still be
there, but masked by the heavy contribution of sp2 C H.
* The intensity of the 400–44 h sample in comparison with the
300 and 350 °C sample spectra must also be acknowledged.
There is a large intensity difference between them, with a
large loss of INS intensity being observed in the 400–44 h
sample. This suggests a large degree of dehydrogenation
and carbon retention at higher temperatures.
The INS spectra provide molecular information over the
complete vibrational frequency range on the form of the HCP
during (i) its evolutionary phase, (ii) steady-state operation and
(iii) a quasi-deactivation phase. TPO, DRIFTS and 13C solid-state
NMR spectroscopic measurements are consistent with the INSderived findings. The increased sample sized required for the
INS measurements does not show any difference in the HCP
build up or on the temperature dependent pathways of
deactivation compared with the microsampling of other
spectroscopic methods. The INS technique is particularly powerful for observing the deactivation stage of MTH catalysis.
We point out also the future possibilities of quantifying the
different species with INS following successful assignment of
the spectra.
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